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AN OVERVIE\V
This research project is aimed at. studying the theof)' of NP-Complct.eness and deter
mining the (".omplexit), of cert.ain problems in linear algebra. The first chapter introduces
the reader to Complexity t.heory and defines NP-Complet.eness. It is support.ed by Appen
dices 1 and 2. Appendix 3 list.s some known NP-Complete problems.
\Ve desired to work on the following two open questions.
(1) Is the problem of determining whether a nonnegative matrix hns nonnegative rlluk

factorization NP-Complete?
(2) Is t he problem of chec.king whet her a gh-en nonnegative matrix is weakly monotone

NP-Complet.e?
\Ve also spent considerable time on another problem:
(3) Is the problem of checking whether a nonnegative matrix contains an r x r monomial

submat.rix NP-Complete?
Before working on these problems! we needed to study the theory of nonnegative rank
factorization int.ensively. The papers read to achieve t,his objective are described in Chnp
ters 3 and -1. Chapter 2 contains a result which might have provided a transformation t.o
one of the problems we were working on. From linear algebra! we know that. nonnegative
rank factorization exists if certain conditions are met. \Ve t.ned to show that checking for
these conditions is NP-Complete, and hence determining whet.her a nonnegative mat.rix
has nonnegat.ive rank factorization is NP-Complete.
\Ve spent the most time 011 question (3). At the moment we believe that there is

B

good

chance that a transformation from the Clique problem in graph theory could be provided.
We are currently looking at this possibility.
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Introduction

1.1
1.1.1

NP-Completeness
Optimization and Decision problems

A problem is a general question to be answered involving several paramete1'8 with un
specified values, with or without bound conditions. For example, we may be looking for
the maxima of a certain fundion, subject to certain constraints. An Indance is a partic
ular case of the problem where specific values have been assigned to the parameters. An

algorithm is a general, step by step procedure for solving a problem. We are generally
interested in finding the most efficient algorithm for solving a given problem, that is, the
algorithm which runs on a computer in minimum time.

A decision problem is a problem which has only two possible answers, "Yes" or
"No." Hence, a decision problem may be regarded as two disjoint sets, a set of "Yes"
instances and a set of "No" instances. Quite often, a problem can be reformulated as
a decision problem, the original problem being at least as difficult

88

the corresponding

decision problem. To illustrate this point, we cast an optimization problem as a decision
problem. An optimization problem is a problem wherein a fundion has to be maximized
or minimized given certain constraints. Each optimization problem can be wriUen

88

a

decision problem (i.e, a problem which has only two answe1'8, "Yes" or "No"), that includes
a numerical bound B. We may desire to check if a solution exists such that it is less than
or greater than a given B. Clearly, the given optimization problem is at least as difficult as
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the related decision problem. Let us consider the travelling salesman problem (TSP) 8.8 8.Il
example. We have a finite set 0= {C1' ..., em} of ((cities" and, for each pair of cities Ci, Cj
in 0, d(c;, c;) is the "distance" between them. A solution is an ordering

< Cr(l)' ... , Cr(m) >

of the given cities that minimizes
m

E d( Cr(i), Clr(i+1») + d( clr(m), Cr(l»)'
i=l

that is, we want to visit all the cities once, while travelling the minimum p088ible distance.
The decision problem is 8.8 follows:

Instance: A finite set 0=

{C1",Cm}

of cities, a "distance" d(Ci, Cj) E Z+ for eBCh pair

of nodes Ci, C; E a and a bound B E Z+ (where Z+ denotes the positive integers).

Question: Is there a ((tour" of all the cities in
that is, an ordering

a having total length not more than B,

< Clr(l)' ..., Cr(m) > of a such that the distance
m

E d( Cr(i), Cr(i+l») + d( Cr(m), Cr(1») :5 B?
i=l

In general, the question becomes - Given a set of constraints, is the "cost"less than or

equal to a numerical bound? The IU1swer is either "Yes" or "No." So the optimization
problem is at le8.8t 8.8 difficult 8.8 the corresponding decision problem. In this paper, the

word 'problem'impUes a decision problem unless specifically stated otherwise.
A problem is denoted by the Greek letter 11' and a decision problem by D w • A particular
instance of a problem is denoted by I. The set of instances of a decision problem for which
the answer is ((Yes" is denoted by Yw'
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1.1.2

Tractable, Intractable and Unsolvable problems

Tractable problems are those which may be computed "efficiently," that is, the time
needed to compute a solution using an algorithm is a polynomial in the size of the problem.
It may be said that an intractable problem is one which requires a tremendous amount
of running time, that is, the running time is an exponential in the size of the problem.
On the other hand, a noncomputable function (also called an unsolvable problem)
is one which cannot be evaluated whatever the power of the computer and the running

time allowed. l The dift'erence between an intractable problem and an unsolvable problem
is that, for intractable problems we can generate all pOBBible solutions and check each one

for validity whereas unsolvable problems cannot be solved at all.
Certain problems like the Travelling Salesman problem have no "efficient" solutions.
The only approach seems to be a "brute force" approach (i.e exhausting all possibilities)
which is known to be highly inefficient and in many cases, almost imp088ible in practice.
Such problems are intractable.

1.1.3

The classes P and NP

A problem

'Jr

belongs to the d888 P (where P stands for Polynomial) it there exists an

algorithm which can solve

11'

in polynomial time, that is, the time needed to produce

an answer is a polynomial in the size of the problem. There are many problems which
cannot be solved by polynomial time algorithms. The only approach for some of these
1 For

example, the The Haltln! Problem for Turing machines is unsolvable. The Halting problem is as

follows: Given a Turing machlne M and an input x, will M eventually haltl
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•

problems seems to be an exhaustive search of all pOBBibilities. A pOBBibility is guessed
and then verified, that is, it is checked to see if it is a valid solution. H this verification
can be done in polynomial time, the problem belongs to the cl888 NP (which stands for
Nondeterministic Polynomial).
A problem does not necessarily have to be in the cl888 P or NP. It may belong to
cl8B8es like Co-NP or NP-Hard which are not discUBBed in this paper. We shall now
briefly consider the relationship between the cl888es P and NP.
It is fairly obvious that P is a subset of NP. Consider a problem

71'

solved by a poly

nomial time algorithm A. We can use A as a polynomial time nondeterministic algorithm
by considering A as the checking stage and ignoring the guessing stage. Therefore
implies that

71'

E NP. Therefore it may be concluded that P is a subset of NP.
Figure 1.1
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It is clear that P is a subset of NP; but is NP a subset of P1 This is an open question.
So far it has not been proved that NP is a subset of P or that NP is not a subset of P. If

NP is a subset of P, then P=NP. Given the present state of knowledge, it is reasonable
to assume that NP is not equal to P and this is the widely held belief. If P is not equal
to NP, then the distinction between P and NP\P is important. All problems in P can
be solved in polynomial time and all NP\P problems are intractable. If a given decision
problem

11'

E NP, and P is not equal to NP, then we would like to know whether

11'

is

in P or NP \P. Until it is proved that P is not equal to NP, it is not poesible to show
that a given problem lies in NP\P. Figure 1.1 depicts the widely accepted, hypothetical
relationship between the classes P and NP.
A third cl888 of problems known as the class NP·Complete may shed some light
on the question of whether P is equal to NP. Informally, the class NP-Complete may be
thought of 88 a subclass of the "most difficult" problems in NP. A formal definition will
be provided later on. Once again, we stress that the common belief is that P is not equal
to NP.

1.1.4

Complement of a problem

Suppose we have a problem
problem

1I'e

11'

of the form "Given I, is X true for 11" Its complementary

is of the form "Given I, is X false for 11" The following points are to be noted:

1. Membership in P for a problem 11' implies membership in P for its complement

8

•

2. Membership in NP fOT a problem
its

'iT'

does not appear to imJ)I)' membership in NP

ror

(~omplement.

The 'lravelling Salesman problem ment ioned earlier belongs to the class N P. \Ve can
guess the cities to be visited and check in polynomial time whdher the tot.al distance
travelled by choosing the cities ill this part.kular order is less than the numerka.1 bound
B. \Vhen we find such a tOUT we may stop. The complement of the Travelling Salesman
problem is as follows: Given a set of cities, distances between cities and
B, is t.here no tour of all the cities

80

A.

numerical hound

t.hat the t.ot.al dist.ance travelled is B or less? To

answer t.his question, we may have to look at all possible t.ours. lienee it. appears t hat a
polynomial time nondetenninistk algorithm for U,e complement of the Travelling Salesman
problem does not. exist.

1.1.5

Polynomial Transformations

A key idea in the study of NP-Complet.eness is the idea of a polynomial transformation.

Defhrltioll 1 A polynomial transformation from a. problem
function

J : D7r,

---+

'i1"1

to a. p,.061em

1['2 f.S

a

Dr, that utisfie6 the two conditions:

1. For all I E Dr!' J(l) ctln be comp"'etl in pol,nomitll time
f. For all I E D r 1! I E }'~J

i/ arr tI

onl, if J( 1) E Y7r,'

A polynomial transformation from
transforms to

1['1

to

1r2."

9

11'2 IS

written as

1l'1 'X 1l'2

and is read

«1r1

Definition 2 A pr06/em
1.

11"

I.

'If'

i, defined 10 6e NP-Complete if

11"

E NP Ind
E NP imp/iu Ilsl

11"'

ex

'If.

The following properties which ue fairly obvious are useful in proving that a given
problem is NP-Complete.
1. H 11"} ex

11"2,

then

11"2

E P implies

11"}

E P and equivalently,

implies that

11"2

does not belong to P.

Two problems

'If}

and

11"}

are polynomlally equivalent if 'If} ex

'lf2

Figure 1.2
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does not belong to P

'lf2

and

'lf2

ex

'If}.

A rela.tioIt R is reflexive on a set S if aRa for all E S. The relat.ion is symmetric if aRb
implies t.hat. bRa where a..b E S. The relat.ion is transitive if aRb and bRe implies that. aRc.

If a rela.tion is reflexive, symmetric and t.ransit.ive, it is called an e(l'Uvalcllce relation.
From the a.bove proposit.ion it can be seen t.hat. pol)'lIomial equivalence L'3 an equivalence
relation. P is an equivalence class which consist.s of t.he comput.at.ionally ((easiest" decision
problems, NP-Complete is t.he dass which consists of t.he ((ha.rdest." decision problems.
Notice that if the classes P and NP-Complete are not disjoint, then I'=NP. Figure 1.2
depids P and NP-Complete
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disjoint; t.his is the widely held he lief.

Finally notice tha.t a given problem 1t' can be shown to he NP-Complet.e in the following
fa.'~hion:

1. Show that

1t'

belongs to the class NP,

2. Scled a known NP-Complet.e problem

1ft,

3. Construct. o. polynomial t.roJlsformat.ion from

1ft

to

'ir.

A few known NP-Complet.e problems are stated in Appendix 3.

1.2

Nonnegative Rank Factorizations

Our interest. lies in deciding the complexity of cert.ain problems in linear algebra. \-Ve
studied the theory of NP-Complet.eness because we feel that t.he problem of determining
whet.her a given nonnega.tive matrix has nonnegat.ive rank factorization is NP-Complete.
'Ve proceed t.o describe the nonnegat.ive rank factorization problem aftel' explaining our
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nota.t.ion and st.ating a few definitions.
A nonnegative matrix is a mat.rix in which alJ t.he entries are grea.t.er than or equal
to zero. It is assumed that aU the matrices mentioned in this paper are nonnegat.ive, unles')
specificall)' stat.ed otherwise. A nonnegative matrix A which is m x n and has rank [ is
written

l\.'i

A E Prmxn, or as A = [a ••j]~,n' The column space of A is denoted by R(A). The

null space of A is denoted by N(A) OJId the left. null space by N(AT).

The following definitions provide an understanding of some of the k<.')' t.enns inlhis
paper.

Definition 3 .J facfori:ation A =BC what A E p:"X1t, B E Prmxr o.IId C E P;X1t i., canld
nonnegative rank factorization.
Definitioll 4 A nonnt.gatit'e
ll(_-l)nR~

= AR~

m.

x n maIJ'i:r A i$ nonnegative weakly monotolle ;1

(R+ .8 the nonnegative ol,thant ofRnxl).

weakly monotone if and onl, if A~

~ 0

implies that

~ E

Alternately, .4 i8 nonncgatit,t

1\{(A) + R~.

Definitioll 5 A lllonomial matrix i8 o. $([,,,o.,·e mott'ir. with. uo.dfy one no,/.Zef'O element
in each l'OW and in each column.

The stud)' of nonnegative rank fadorizat.ion has important applications in the field of
nonnegative generalized inverses of nonnegative matrices. Not all nonnegative mat.rices
have nonnega.tive rank factorizations. There a.ppears to be no simplE' test. to determine if a
given nonnegative matrix has a nonnegative rank factorization, which prompts us t.o pose
the following question:

(1) Is tbe qUl'ld ion of detl>rmining w hetber a given nonnegative matrix has

nonnegative rank factorization NP-Complete.
It was the aim of this research project to investigate this question. It. is highly probable

that the answer is "Yes."
The chief difficult.y in proving that a given prohlem is NP-Complet.e lies in finding a
suita,ble problem from which a polynomial transforrna.tion can be const,ruded to the givE'u
problem. Problems in linear algebra appear to he more difficult. than problems in ot.her
fields like graph theor)', This is because, to the hest of our knowledgc, very few prot>
lems in this field have heen shown to be NP-Complet.e. The authorit.ative book on Nfl
Completeness, Computers Q,nd Intractability: .4 guide to the theory of NP-Compldolc!!$
by 1tl.R Garey and D.S Johnson lists very few known NP-Complet.e problems in t.he reulm
of linear algebra. The few result,s list.ed are not. relevant. to our problem. Helice we rend
the paper "Degeneraq' testing is NP-Complete" which may be relat.ed to t.he problclIl

wr

are working on. This result. and its relevancy to our problem is described ill Chapt.er 2.
Since the prohlem under consideration appeared t.o be rather hard, we decided t,o
impose a. restriction, which gave us a new prohlem.
(2) Is the question of determining whether a nonnegative, weakly monotone

matrix hus nonnegative rank factorizat.ion NP-Complete?
Notice that this. is (1) with an additional condition, the condition being that the nonneg
ative matrix is weakly monotone. If this question is NP-Complete, the original question
is also NP-Complete. B)' imposing aD additional condition, we are looking at a slight I)'
13
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different problem. It is evident that if (2) is intractable, the original problem (1) is also
intractable.
This line of thought led us to carefully consider some of the work of Jeter and Pye
which is described in Chapter 2. A perusal of this paper raised another question:
(3) Is the problem of determining whether a given nonnegative matrix of
rank r has an r x r monomialsubmatrix NP-Complete?
This is the problem we have spent most of our time working on.
From our readings in linear algebra (described in the pages to come), we gathered that
a nonnegative matrix has nonnegative rank factorization if certain conditions are met.
We tried to show that checking for these conditions is NP-Complete, for this would then
be the same as saying that checking for nonnegative rank factorization is NP-Complete.
We develop this line of thought more fully in the coming chapters. When this approach
did not yield the results we desired, we decided to look at the dual of the problem. In
mathematics, a better approach to a problem may sometimes be obtained by looking at
the dual of a problem.
In conclusion, we mention an idea which might provide the transformation we are
looking for. We intend to pursue this matter further and we are currently working on it.

14

Nonnegative Rank Factorizations

2
2.1

Nonnegative Rank Factorizations of Nonnegative Weakly
Monotone Matrices

In the previous chapter, we introduced the problems we are working on. Rather than at
tacking the problem of determining whether a given nonnegative matrix has a nonnegative
rank factorization, we considered restricting our attention to nonnegative weakly mono
tone matrices and then trying to determine whether a given nonnegative weakly monotone
matrix has nonnegative rank factorization. The second question (stated in the previous
chapter) was suggested by Jeter and Pye's paper, cCA Note on Nonnegative Rank Fac
torizations,"published in Linear Algdra and ill a"licalion, 38:171-173 (1981). Here we
describe a result from the above paper which

S8¥S

that a nonnegative weakly monotone

matrix of rank r has nonnegative rank factorization if and only if it has a r x r monomial
submatrix. We are studying the conditions that must be met for a nonnegative weakly
monotone matrix to have nonnegative rank factorization and trying to decide if checking
for these conditions is NP-Complete.

It is to be noted that all matrices considered are nonnegative matrices and the notation
described in the previous chapter holds. We will need a few more definitions for what
follows.

Definition 6 Lei A E R"'lCft. 1'I&en aA' mdri% X E RftlC'" Ihal uli,jiu A=AXA i, called
a {1}-inl1er,e

0/ A. {!]
15

Definition T A real mfltri% A e Rmle" i, lfIid to 6e monotone if A2

Definition 8 A ,et 0 i, lfIid to 6e

fI

fI

0 impliu thflt

convex cone with vertex zero if 21 find

impl, thflt ever, ,emipo,itive com6infltion of 21 find

Definition 9 Let 0 6e

~

2:l

6dong to O.

conve% cone will. verle% the origin. Let

2

=

Q2

find z

= P,I for ,calflr,

Q

and

eC

III
e

C. Then % i, fin

extremal element of C (or generfltor of OJ if find onl, if %=,+z, where II, z
that II

2:l

eC

impliu

p.

The following lemma is useful in proving Theorem 2, which is the main result in this
Bubsection.

Lemma 1 If A i, a nonnegfltive wedl, monotone matri% witla nonnegfltive rani ffldor
iZdion A=BO, then AR+.

= BRi..

PROOF:

It is known that A=BC. Therefore AR+. = B(CR+.). From the definition of
nonnegative rank factorization we know that C

AR+.

e Rrle"

and has rank r. Hence

= B(CR+) ~ BRi.. Therefore
AR"+ C
- BRr+

...(1)

Since C has full row rank, it has a right inverse C-. It is given that A

= BC. Multiplying both Bides by C-, we have AC- = BCC- = Blr = B.
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Notice that C- is an n x ,. matrix. Multiplying both sides by R+, we have

AC-R+ = BR+. Therefore BR+

~

R(A) n R+. Using definition 4,

BRr+ CARli
+

...(2)

From (1) and (2),
AR~

= BR~.

Theorem 2 1/ A E p;"KII i, wedl, monotone anti Aa, nonnegatitle rani /aclorization
A=BC, tAen eacA colamn
proportional to a row

0/ B

i, proportional to a colamn

0/ A,

anti eacA row

0/

0/ A.

PROOF:

By Lemma 1, we have the two equal cones

AR~

= BR+. The generators

of AR~ must come from the columns of A, denoted by

A(I), ••• , A(II).

In cone

BR+ all the columns of B are used as generators because B has full column
1

rank. Since the two cones are equal,

B(I), ••• , B(r)

(or some multiple) must also

be the generators of AR~. Therefore, each column in B is a scalar multiple of
some column in A.

It is now to be shown that each row in C is proportional to some row in
A. We know that A=BC. Therefore, if B has an ,. x ,. monomial submatrix,
it follows that each row in C is proportional to some row in A. We must
still show that B has an ,. x ,. monomial submatrix. Assume that By

~

o.

We know that B = AC-. Multiplying both sides by y, By = A.[C-y). Let
17

C i,

•

0-11

=~.

A~ ~

Then By=Ax. Since B1I

0 implies that

~

~

0, A~

e N(A) + Ri.. Let

(J e Ri.. Since BII = A~, B1I = Aa

to}

and B(,I - O{J) =

o.

nonnegative. Therefore 11

~

~

~

+ Ap

O. Since A is weakly monotone,
=

0+ P where a e N(A) and

= A{J = BOp. But N(B) =

It follows that 11 = O{J where C and {J are both
O. Since B,I

~

0 implies that 11

~

0, B is monotone

(from definition 7, the definition of a monotone matrix), which ensures that
B h88 a nonnegative {I}-inverse. From the paper "Inverses of nonnegative
matrices" (Linear and M.lIilinear AIge6ra 1:161-171, 197-1) by A. Berman and

R.J Plemmons, we know that if B h88 a nonnegative {I }-inverse, it h88 an r x r
monomial submatrix where r is the rank of the matrix. Hence each row in B
is proportional to some row in A.

Corollary 3 A nonnegatitle wedl, monotone matri% of rani r ha, a nonnegCllitle rani
factorization if and onl, if it ha, a r

X

r monomica1 ..6matri%.

From the corollary, we can say that checking a nonnegative weakly monotone matrix
for nonnegative rank factorization is NP-Complete if and only if checking to see whether a
nonnegative weakly monotone matrix has an r x r monomialsubmatrix is NP-Complete.
IT the problem of determining whether a nonnegative weakly monotone matrix has an
r

X

r monomial submatrix is NP-Complete, then the problem of determining whether any

nonnegative matrix has nonnegative rank factorization is NP-Complete. This is problem
(1) stated in the previous chapter. IT the answer to problem (2) is "Yes", then the answer
to problem (1) is also "Yes." It is fairly obvious that the problem belongs to the class

18
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Nfl since we can guess an r

X

r submatrix and verify if the submat.rix is monomial in

polynomial lime. \Ve tried to establish a pol)'nomial transformation {rom a known NP
Complete problem (the degeneracy testing problem) to problem (3). \Ve ('hose this
particular problem (described in the pages to come) because we believe that both problems
are equall)' llhard." Therefore if the degeneroc)" testing problem is NP-Complete) problem
(3) could al80 be NP-Complete. This idea is explained in more detail later

19

Oil.

2.2

Degeneracy testing is NP-Complete

This result first appeared in the paper, "Some NP-Complete problems in linear program
ming" by R. Chandrasekaran, S.N Kabadi and K.G Murty (Operation Research Letters,
Vol.1, Number 3).
Degeneracy testing in the linear programming problem.
Instance: The linear programming problem with integer data
Minimize Z( 2)
subject to A2

=

= b,

C2

2

>0

where A is an m x n matrix of rank m.
Question: Is the problem degenerate; that is, does there exist a basis B for the
column space of A, such that at least one component in B- 1 b is zero?
Before trying to determine the complexity of this problem, we need to establish other
results.
Subset Sum problem (SSP):
Instance: Given positive integers {aI, ..., ap , b}.
Question: Does there exist

e'# I ~ {1, ..., p}, where E ai = b?
iEI

This problem is known to be NP-Complete (Garey and Johnson).
Equal Partial Sums Problem (EPSP):
Instance: A pair of nonempty sets of positive integers {all"" am} and {b ll ..., 6n }.
Question: Are there nonempty subsets 1 and J (I is a subset of {t, ..., m} and J is a

20

subset of {I, ..., n}) such that

L ai = L bj?
iel

jeJ

Proposition 4 E,.t&1 Pariial S.m, pro6lem i, NP-Complete.

PROOF:

We can guess subsets 1 and J and verity in polynomial time it

L ai = L b

j•

iel

jeJ

Hence, EPSP belongs to the class NP.
We have to show that SSP ex EPSP. Select an instance {ai' ..., a", b} of SSP.
This can be written as {{ai, ..., a,,}, {b}}. This is the EPSP problem with n=1.

In the mapping

it is clear that
{ai, ..., a", b} E Yssp

it and only it

{{ai' ..., a,,}, {b}} E YBPSP '
This transformation can be computed in polynomial time. Hence the Equal
Partial Sums problem is NP-Complete.
Equal Proper Partial Sums Problem (EPPSP):
Instance: A pair of nonempty sets of positive integers {ai, ... , am} and {bll ... , bn }.
Question: Are there nonempty, proper subsets 1 and J (I is a subset of {I, ..., m} and
J is a subset of {I, ..., n} such that

L Bi = L b ?
j

iel

jeJ

21

Proposition 5 The E,.tJl Proper, PtJrtitJl S.m. Pro61em i. NP- Complde.

PROOF:

We can guess proper, subsets I and J and verify in polynomial time if

Hence, EPPSP belongs to the clB88 NP.
We must establish that SSP

<X

EPPSP. Let {all"" a p , b} be an instance of

SSP. Define positive integers ap+l and b' by ap+l

= I + Eat + b and b' = b + 4ap+l'
tel

Consider the polynomial transformation

I : D ssp

-

DBPPSP

where

H (all"" a p , b) E YssP, then there exists a nonempty, proper subset I of {I, ... ,p}
(which is a subset of {I, ... ,p+ I}) such that Eai
J is nonempty and is a proper, subset of {I, 2}

= b. Let J = {I}. Then
and E ai = E bj • Hence
iel

({ai, ..., a p, ap+l},

{b, b'})

jeJ

E YBPpsP. A88ume that

Then there exists nonempty, proper subsets I (a subset of {I, ... ,p + I}) and J
(a subset of {I, 2}) for which

E ai = E bj • Since J is a proper, subset of {I, 2}
iel

jeJ
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then J

= {1} or J = {2}.

Suppose J = {2}. Then

b + 4all +1

=

L
ai
iEI

b' -

~

<

This implies that b
J

= {1}.

So b

b=

~

= Lai'

b + 2all +1

<

L

ai +a ll +1

L

ai+ap+l

iEI\{P+1}
iE{l•... ,p}

0, which is a contradiction. Therefore,

Suppose p + 1 E I. Then

iEI

L ai = L
iEI

iel\{,,+I}

ai + all +1

= L

ai + 1 +

iEI\{P+l}

L

ai + b.

iE{l•... ,p}

E

L

ai
+ 1
+
ai > 1, which is also a
iEl\{II+l}
ie{l•... ,p}
contradiction. Therefore p+ 1 is not an element of I. Hence I is a proper subset

This implies that 0 =

of {1, ..., p + 1} and J = {1} is a proper subset of {1, 2}. So I is nonempty and
it is a proper subset of {1, ..., p} such that

L ai = b. Thus

iel

implies that (all ..., all' b) E YssP . Hence SSP ex EPPSP and EPPSP is NPComplete.

Theorem 6 Degenerae, ie,iing i, NP-Complde.
PROOF:

(1) It is easy to see that degeneracy testing belongs to the cl888 NP. We
can guess a bB8is and look for a zero element in B-1b in polynomial time.
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(2) Consider the following transportation problem.
Minimize E CiJZiJ subject to the constraints
iJ

L" ZiJ = ai, for i = 1, ... , m
j=1
m

EZiJ

= hj ,

for j

= 1, ... ,n

i=1

>0

Z··
loJ _

for all iJ where {alt ..., am} and {hit ..., h"} are positive integers satisfying

Em ai = E" hj • It is degenerate if and only if there exists proper, nonempty sub
i=1
j=1
sets I (a subset of {1, ..., m}) and J (a subset of {1, ..., n}) such that E = E hj
aj

iel

jeJ

(Theorem 13.11, pp 398, Linear Programming by K.G Murty). This is the
same as EPPSP, which is known to be NP-Complete (Proposition 5). There
fore degeneracy testing for the transportation problem is NP-Complete. Hence
degeneracy testing for the linear programming problem is NP-Complete.
Note: The transportation problem is a special case of the linear programming problem.
H we are unable to test degeneracy for a special case, we will not be able to do so for the
general problem. Hence degeneracy testing for the linear programming problem is NPComplete.
We were looking for ways to tackle problems (1), (2) and (3). In other words, we
were searching for suitable problems which could be transformed into these problems.
Hence we studied the degeneracy testing problem. We hoped to transform the degeneracy
testing problem into problem (3). In the degeneracy testing problem, we were looking for
24

occurrences of zero entries in column matrices.

In problem (3) we were looking for a

nonzero entry in r x r monomial submatrices. Notice that in both

probleOL~)

we were

searching for a particular element. in a matrix. lienee we thought it. probable that they
both belong to the same Complexity class. Since we just showed that degenerac)' testing
is NP-Complete, problem (3) might also be NP-Complete.
\Ve started out by showing that problem (3) belongs to the
negative mat.rix, we can "guess!' B.n

T

elMS

Nr. (,'or a given non

x r 8ubmatrix. Obviously. such a submatrix is squa.rc.

It is possible t.o veTil)' in pol)'uomial time whet.her each row and column contains exactly
one nom.:ero ekment. lIence problem (3) belongs to the duss NP. But the pol)nomiul
transformation could not. be worked out satisfadoril)' because the sets of "Yes"

inst.anc~

in the two problems did not correspond.
In addit ion to this, we tried various other approaches as well. We tried to transform the
Subset Sum problem into problem (3) (please refer to the st n.teTUent s or the prohl{'llls).
\Ve tried to come up with a correspondence betweell the 8et {flt, ..., fl p } and a row in tlw
nonnegative matrix. The integer p whkh gives the size of the set '''''ould ha....e t.o eqlHtl n.
the number of columns, and i would have t.o equal r, the size of the monomial sllbrnatrix.
\Ve aLc;o tried to transform EPSr into problem (3). We tried to establish a correspOlL
dence betW{'('lL the set {al, ... ,a",} and a row ill the matrix and {bl .... ,bn } l\nd a column
in the matrix. The matrix would then have to he n x m. But we could not ensure that.
the sets {Ol, ...,Om} and {b1 , ... ,b,,} had a common element, which would be the OlHe in
problem (3).
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A serious approach

W8B

made to transform the Clique problem (see Appendix 3) into

problem (3). Earlier it

W8B

shown that problem (3) belongs to the

cl888

NP. We imposed.

an additional condition on the Clique problem; the condition being that no vertex be
connected to itself. The problem remains NP-Complete even then. We shall refer to this
modified Clique problem

8B

the Clique problem.

We write the graph in the Clique problem as a matrix in the standard way (an edge
between two nodes being represented by a 1 in the matrix, the absence of an edge between
two nodes being represented by a 0). Notice that the Clique in the graph shows up as
a submatrix of the matrix. If the Clique has r nodes, we obtain an r

X

r submatrix. In

the submatrix aU the entries are 1's, except for one zero in each row and column. We can
replace aU the l's by O's and all the O's by 1's. Then the submatrix is a diagonal submatrix,
which is a special case of the monomial subma.trix. The same result is obtained with less
effort if an edge between two nodes is represented by 0, and the absence of an edge by 1.
These approaches did not take us where we had hoped they would. With some more
ca.reful work it is p088ible that a polynomial transforma.tion can be constructed to problem
(3) from one of these problems. Rather than stick to one pa.th, we decided to consider
certain dua.lity theorems of the nonnegative rank factoriza.tion problem in the hope that
they would throw fresh light on the problem. Our efforts in this direction a.re discuBBed in
the next chapter.
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Some duality theorems for nonnegative rank fac
torizations

This chapter discusses some of the results which first appeared in the paper "Some Duality
theorems for nonnegative rank factorizations Jt by Jeter and Pye (Intl.,'rial Malhemaliu,
Vol. 33, Pari 1, 1933). Throughout this chapter, A denotes an m

X

n matrix of rank r

with nonnegative, real entries and M represents a p x q matrix.
We need to know more about nonnegative rank factorizations before attempting to
settie the complexity of determining if nonnegative rank factorization exists for a given
nonnegative matrix. Sometimes it is advantageous to study the dual of a problem since
we often get a clearer picture by doing so. Also we may be able to solve the dual of
a problem in less computer time than the original problem. Hence we decided to study
some duality theorems for the nonnegative rank factorization problem. Once again, we
are interested in the conditions which, if met, ensure that there exists a nonnegative rank
factorization for a nonnegative matrix. We can then attempt to show that checking for
these conditions is an NP-Complete problem. We are particularly interested in theorems
which guarantee a nonnegative rank factorization for a nonnegative matrix A if certain
properties are exhibited by the cone(s) generated by the columns of A. This approach
requires the concept of a cone which was defined in the previous chapter. We also need
the additional concepts of polar and polyhedral cones.

Definition 10 The polyhedral cone C(M)i, Ihe cone generaletl 6, Ihe column,
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0/ M

-_._._-------------------------.

tJnd i6 defined to 6e

C(M)

= Mat.

Definition 11 TAe polar cone 0101 C(M) i6 denoted 6, C(M)· tJnd i6 defined to 6e

C(Mt

= {tI: M T tI ~ OJ.

The following theorems are stated without proof. The proofs may be found in Foan
dtJtion6 olOptimiztJtion, Lecture Notes in Economics and Mathematical Systems by M.S

Bazaraa and C.M Shetty (Springer-Verlag, 1976). We will need these theorems to prove
BOme of the results in this chapter.

Theorem T Let C

= {~ : A~ ~ O}

Vlhere A i6 tJn m x n mtJtriz. TAen C i6 tJ pol,hedml

cone.[ll

Theorem 8 Let C

= {~: ~ ~ O}

tJnd AT~

= o.

Thi6 i6 tJ pol,hedml cone.[ll

The next two propositions (stated without proofs) are also from Bazaraa and Shetty.

Proposition 9 II C(M) ~ C(T), then C(T)· ~ C(M)·. [lJ
Proposition 10 TAe poltJr cone 01 tJ poltJr cone 01 M i6 ib pol,hedrtJl cone, thtJt i6,

C(st-

= C(S).[lJ

Proposition 11 A htJ' nonnegtJtive rani ItJetoriztJtion il tJnd onl, il there ezi,,, tJ non
negtJtive m x r mtJtriz B 01 rani r 'fich thtJt C(A) ~ C(B).

This is evident from the lemma in the previous chapter.
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Proposition 12 Aha' nonnegatifJe rani factorization if and onl, if there ezi,t. a non
negtJtifJe m x r matriz B of rani r .. ch that C(B)-

~

C(At.

PROOF:

Assume that A has nonnegative rank factorization. Let z E C(B)-. Then

B Tz ~ O. Therefore AT z = (BC)T Z
nonnegative. Hence C( B)Let C(Bt

~

~

= aT BT

Z

~ O. Since

B Tz ~ 0 and aT is

C(A)-.

C(A)-. Then C(A)

= C(A)-- ~ C(B)- = C(B).

From the

earlier proposition, A has nonnegative rank factorization.
We are interested in certain duality theorems which may throw new light on problem

(1). We have studied the definitions of polar and polyhedral cones. We wish to connect
the question of the existence of nonnegative rank factorization with the existence of cones
with certain properties. More specifically, we are interested in finding out if nonnegative
rank factorization for a nonnegative matrix is guaranteed if the columns of the matrix
generate a cone with certain properties. Such a result would give us another approach
to the problems we are interested in. Then, if we can show that finding a cone with the
specified properties is NP-Complete, the nonnegative rank factorization question is also
NP-Complete. We attempt to describe such a theorem in the pages to come.
The following is a brief explanation of the notation to be used. Consider a p X q matrix
M. Recall that the polar cone of the cone generated by the columns of M is the polyhedral
cone C(M)-

= {ll : MT ,I ~ OJ.

Since the intersection of two polyhedral cones is again a

polyhedral cone, AfT Rp n Rq is also a polyhedral cone [1]. A polyhedral cone is generated
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by its extremal elements, which may be considered as the columns of a matrix. Hence there
exists a q X k1 matrix UM which generates the cone which is obtained by the intersection of
MTRp and

R:, that is, MT R,nR: =

UMRtl = C(UM), where the columns of UM are the

extremal elements of MTRp nR:. Since each column of UM belongs to MTRp there exists
ap

X

k1 matrix VM such that MTVM

Then there exists a p

X

= UM.

Next let N(MT)

= {y E R" : MT y = O}.

k, matrix WM such that N(MT) = {WMz : Z ~ O} = C(WM).

The following result (from [:I.]) is stated without proof.
Theorem 13 : MinlrowsJd's Theorem· C( M)-

= C([- VM WM])'

We shall next establish a lemma which in turn will allow us to establish the main
duality result for the problem in question.

Lemma 14 A IltJl nonnegtdive nank faetoriztdion if and onl, if 'here e%ilt, a pol,hednal
cone

lach 'ha' F i, an m

(1) C(A) E K-

X

k ma'ri% of rank m and

= {y: pry ~ O} = C([-VFWF]),

(!) [-VFWF] ~ 0,
(9) rank [-VFWF]

= nank A,

(4) [-VFWF] i, m x r.
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PROOF:

A88ume that the polyhedral cone K exist8. This is the cone generated by
the block matrix [- VA WA]' C(A) is contained in K* = {z : pr z ~ O}. So

A = [-VFWF]D for D ~ O. It follow8 from properties (1) through (4) that
[UFWF] is a nonnegative rank factorization for A.
Next 888ume that A hu nonnegative rank factorization, that is, A=BC
where B is an m X r nonnegative matrix of rank rand C is an r
matrix of rank r. Then C(B)* ~ C(A)*. Let K = C(B)*

[-VBWB]. Note that K = C(F)

~

X

n nonnegative

= C(F), where F =

C(A)*. Now con8ider the four condition8

which mU8t be met.
(1) From prop08ition 10 (BtutJf'GtJ tJntl Shett,), C(A)** = C(A). Hence

C(A) = C(A)** E K* = {y : F T y ~ O} = C(F)*.
From Minkow8ki'8 theorem, C(F)*

= C([-VFWF]).

The fir8t condition is

proved.
(2) Again from Minkow8ki'8 theorem, C(F)*

= C([- VFWF]).

Notice that

C(F)* = K* = C(B)- = C(B). Therefore, C([-VFWF]) = C(B). The
nonnegative matrix C(B) is contained in ~. Hence [-VFWF] ~ O.
(3) We already know that C([-VFWF])

= C(B).

Thu8 there exist nonneg

ative matrices D and E 8uch that [-VFWF] = BD and B = [-VFWFJE. Hence
rank [-VFWF]

= rank B which is equal to the rank of A. It follow8 that rank

[-VFWFJ = rank A.
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(4) It has been shown that [- VI' WI'] ~ O. The vector space N (FT) 
C(W1') must contain the additive inverse or all its component vectors.
N(FT)

1= to},

IT

WI' would have to contain nonp08itive vectors, which is not the

case. SO N(P)

= to}.

Therefore Rank (F)

= m.

The columns of UM

(

upto

nonnegative scalar multiplication) are the extremal elements of the polyhedral
cone obtained by the intersection of FTR". and

Rt.

As stated in Lemma 13,

F is an m x k matrix of rank m. The columns of VI' are the extremal elements
of the polyhedral cone C(VI'). This is proved in the following manner.

Let

where ai and Pi are nonnegative and Vi-i) is column i in VI" Since UI'

= FTVF ,

each column in Ul' has a proportional column in VI" To see this, consider

Therefore for each i,

for some nonnegative "Yi. Obviously,

and "YiUV)

= "YiPvj.l). So (ai+Pi)FTvj.i) = "YiFTvj.l). Taking out the common

factor, P«ai

+ Pi)vj.i) -

zero vector, (ai

"YiVi-1» = O. Since the left null space of F is the

+ Pi) Vi-i) = "Yi vj.l)

for all i. So the columns of VI' are the
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elements of C(V}'). But C(B)
beca.use NlF T )

= {OJ.

= C([-'F~l'}']).

This is also equal to C'(-l'F)

But the columns of B are up to Ilollcga.t.i\'e scalar

llIultiplication, the extremal clements of C(R). Hence tile colulllns of

-"F and

B arc proportional. Since B is an m x r matrix, it follows that - t F is m x r.
The Illatrix ~VF =~,
Using this

lernma~

80

we can

[-Vp~VF] is

~tablish

also m x,'.

the main duality theorem.

Tlleorcm 15 ,1 hall nonne.gative "ank factorization if and ofl/y if then uitlts
111

(k

> m)

O}

~

C(A)"'

moh-;;!; l' of ,.allt(l'){F:: : z

.~

(2')"1' is a lJOsifit'e

11&

~n

m

stfch fhaf

x " mal1'i;r oj ,-anA.- ",

PnOOF:

Assume that. A has nonnegative mnk factorization. From lemma] 3. there
always exists all

11&

x k matrix of rank

In

luning propl'rtk'8 (1) throngh (·1).

The lemma nssures us that t.heyc exist.s a spceiltl mat.rix having propel-t if.:S

(1), ...,(-1). While proving lemma 13, we sbowell t.ll8.t N(FT)
that i8, lVF

= 4J, rank F

=

lII,

-V}' = [-VpH'F]

= C(I1'"..)

= {O},

~ 0, [-''F11'}o'] i8 m x l' and

tllllt ,'an t~( - VF ) = ". Therefore ( 1') and (2') hold for F.
'Ve shall prove that k

>

m by contradiction. It is evident that k cnnnot.

be less than m, This leaves us wit.h two possibilities, k=m or k

> m.

Assume

that k=m. Then F is an m x m square matrix whose rank equaL'S it.s row
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k

rank and column rank. Then pTRm n R;t.

= Rm n R;t. = R~.

Let UF

= 1M

where 1m is the m x m identit.)· matrix. The matrix lrt! can be written in
terms of Vf , and F as 1m
(1"T)-11",

= FTV,..

= (PT)-lPTVF .

Multipl,ring bOUI sides by (PT)-l. we ba.ve

Therefore (FT)-l

= l f....

Since F hos raJlk m. Ule

inverse of its transpose also has rank rn. This implies t.hnt. l f' hns rnnk
is a contradiction since rank VF
olhf~r

= r.

Th is

Therefore k =1= m. \Ve have exhausted all

possibilities. hence we can assert thnt. k

Finall~',

TJl.

> m.

assume that there exists an m x k matrix F ofrank m (k > m) such

Ihat conditions (1') and (2') are met. Conditions (2), (3) and (11) of the lemma
follow readily. Condition (1) follows from the fad thai C(,1) = C(.1t*. lIellce
A has nOllnegative rank fact.orizlltion.
Considering the dual of the problem has given

liS

reasonable to slIppose that checking to see if {F:: : ::
prompt.s us t.o

pOS('

a new theorem to '.. .ork with. It seem"
~

o}

~

C(A)"' is NP-Complete. This

another question:

Is t.he problem of determining whether the polyhedral cOJle {F,?' : ::

~

o}

18

cOlllailll'd in the polar cone C(A)* NP-Completl'?
So far we have not done much work on this h;rpothcsis.
Our research drort.s and t.he t.ransformat.ions we tried were deseribC'd bridl)' in t.Iw
previous chapt.er. We are current. I)' concent.rating on t,ransforming t.lle Clique

probl~m

ill

graph theory into problem (3). \Ve hope to look at the duality result in the nellr future as
it llppel\rS to be promising. Our work in this llrea 1mB led UB to believe that problelllB (1),
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(2) and (3) may be NP-Complete, we are trying to prove the same.
This study lays the foundation for a serious investigation of the questions which have
been raised concerning the computational complexity of certain problems in linear algebra.
The resolution of one or more of these questions could serve

88

the foundation of more

advanced research. Also, the successful resolution of one of these problems could open the
door to a number of related. problems in linear algebra. re
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APPENDIX 1
Strings, encoding schemes and language8
A string is an arrangement of symbols in a linear order. For any finite set of symbols

E, we denote by E* the union of the set of all finite strings of symbols over E and the
empty string. For example, if E

= {O,l} then E* consists of an empty string ((E",

the

strings 0,1,00,01,10,11,000,001 ... and all other finite strings of O's and l's. A subset L, of

E*, is a language over the alphabet . So {O, 01,111, 01H01} is a language over {O,l}.

Encoding Schemes
An encoding scheme is a way of representing a problem for a machine; it is a link
between the decision problem and the language. An encoding 8cheme e, is a function

e : D fr

----4

E*(I E D fr , Z

=e(I). The function e is one-one. It may be noted that e(Dfr ) is

a subset of E.... Moreover, e(Yfr) is a subset of E* (since Yfr is a subset of Dfr)' Thus e(Yfr)
is a language which is denoted by L[1I", e].

£[11", e} = {z E E'" : E i. the alphdd •• ed 6, e and

0/ an

%

i, the encoding .cheme under e

in,tance I E Y fr }

A pictorial representation of encoding schemes is given below.
Figure Al.l

D

/

\

( e(h )
\.

/

.I

\Ve

as~ume

t,hat one part.icula.r scheme has

bCCII

chosen in advance and t.hat rach

problem has an encoding scheme associated ,..:it.h it.. For example. if ...... e need to cnc:odf' a.
graph we may use a vertex and edge list. representation or all incidence mat.rix or an edt;C

lisL Descriptions oCthe graph G = (V,E) where V = {f'i ...., 'i} and E={{Vl, ';}, {I;,

Vd

undN t.hrE'e dillerent. schemes are given in Tahle 1. Let the number o{ vertices he v and

t.h(~

number of edges be e. As seen in Table 2. the input. lengths differ at most. polynomially
(rom each other.

Encoding Scheme

String

Vertex List,Edge List

lI[l]t.[2] t.[3] V [4](lI[ 1] V [2] lI[2] v [3]) 36

Neighbour List

(v[2])( v[1]tl[3] )( II [2])()

24

l\·fatrix Rows. 0100/1010/0010/0000

19

Adjll('ell(,~'

l'a.ble 1 (Garey and Johnson)

Encoding Scheme

Lower Bound Upper Hound

Vertex Ust,Edge List

4tl

+ IOe

411

+ 10e + ((1 + 2e).loflv

Neighbour List

2v

+ 8£'

2v

+ 8(; + 2(.logt·

Adjll.C'ency Ma.trix

v:J

+ v-I

v:J -+-

t' -

1

Table 2 (Gnre~' and Johnson)
From ..he taLles it can be noted that Lounds on inpnt. lengths nrc not

n.flj~d('d by

\.II('

encoding sdwme as long as ccrensonnble encoding schemes" are used. \Ve ddim: n ['('nsonnh1e
encoding scheme as one which is polynominlly cquivnlmt to 'tn)" other encoding sehernc

3;

which may be chosen. Encodings
given

eh e2

el

and

e2

of a problem are polynomially equivalent if

can be computed in polynomial time and vice versa. The input length for an

instance 1ft of a problem

11"

is defined to be the number of symbols in the description of 1ft

obtained from the encoding scheme for

11".

Suppose e(IfI') = X, then the input length is

length(X).
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APPENDIX 2
TURlNG MACHINES
The physical apparatus on which the various computations described in this paper
are carried out is called a Thring Machine. The Turing Machine (TM) is a hypothetical
machine proposed by Alan Turing in 1936. It has an infinitely long tape with blank squares.
There is a read-write head which can move bidirectionally on the tape. It can write symbols
on the tape, change and delete symbols, functioning according to the instructions given.
A TM is formally defined as a 6-tuple M = (Q, E, T, P, qo, F) where
Q

=

finite set of control states

qo = initial state

T = alphabet of the program

E = Tu E (

tape alphabet with blank)

F

= final state, a subset of Q

P

= (Q\F) x E -. Q x E x{L,R,O} a partial function where

L denotes cc move one square to the left"
R denotes cc move one square to the right"

o denotes CCstay in the same square"
All the squares initially contain a blank. The input to a TM is a string z E

E*. One

symbol is placed in each square. The program starts at qo, the initial state. The read
write head scans the first square and progresses square by square, either to the right or
the left, depending on the instruction set. It may change the symbol to another symbol
in the alphabet. The computation ends in the terminating states qy or qN with an answer
39
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of

IIYes'~

C1No,~l

or

A computation may never end. a task

11111.)'

repcnt('dl.~

Lc executcd

without stopping, resulting in 8.n infinite loop. Such an operat.ion is higll1y uw.Jesimbll',

loop is an operation involving repeated execution of 8. task. The 'I'M desc.:ribcd

Generally,

11.

above is

Deterministic Turing Maclline (to be hencdorth clllkd [\ DTl\'I)

l\

flOrn each slale it. is only possible t.o go t.o aJlothN parlierlhl.l' st.ate> spc.'c:ilied b.r
CIIURCH~S

THESIS: If a function is computl1.ble, it.

Mnchine. If a Cunction is Turing comput.ablc, it cnn bt,
Chl.1r(~h
ha~

came to this conclusion based on a

(~8.n

be cornpul(·(l

(~ornpuled

)jtefll,tuff~ Sl.1f\"C~·.

bl:'ealll"-e

Ih(~ progra.JII.
Oil It Tl1,.jlll~

on 1l.J1other machine.
Though lhi<;

no Cormal proof t.here is lit,He reMon to doubt it.. Church's t.hesis

Sl\YS

time and space requirements, it is only concerned wit.h cornputabilit),.

n~sC'rt.i(l1l

nothing ubou(.
But,

thf~ J"(~t:('n(.

introduction of pnJ'allel machines raises the quest,ion·· Are th('fe Cunet.ions which can 1)('
evnluated on parallel machines but nre not. Turing computable? The answer is No,
argued below. In other words, we are cont.ending that if a parallel algorit.hm exists for

u.<:>

It

problem, then a sequential algorithm exists.
A parallel or concurrent algorithm specifies t.wo or more sE.'quential proc£'sses that.

ma~'

be executed Bimulta.neouBly. (from Kronsjo)
The problem, for which we have a parallel algorithm P, is part.it.joned into subproblems
Pi!

1,

,

~

Pn • A parallel algorit,hm P assigns subproblems Pi' ... , P71 t.o processors numLen·d

n. The assignment funct.ion 'f' is a bijection. So there exists some problem which is

solved sequent.ially.
\Ve

ma~'

use one processor and implement. the same algorithm. We compute Ph st,ore

:to

the result R lI compute P2, store the result

~

and so on. We now work with R lI R 2, ..., R,.

and come up with the solution.
For every sequential algorithm, there is a TM. So there is a TM for every parallel
algorithm. From this we learn that if a parallel algorithms exists for a problem, then a
sequential algorithm exists. So Church's thesis is valid for parallel algorithms too.
At first glance it might seem incredible that so simple a machine as the TM can perform
all the functions of a sophisticated computer. A computer is a powerful device because
we can perform monotonous tasks quickly and without errors. Most computers today are
sequential, that is, they perform a series of tasks one after the other. They can perform
the same task repeatedly until a prespecified condition is met (this is called looping). They
can also ((choose" between different paths. For example, we can program a computer so
that if the value of a variable x is greater than 100 it multiplies it by 2; if the value of x is
less than 100, it divides by 2; if the value of x is 100 it does nothing. To put it concisely,
a computer derives its power from its ability to perform
(1) Sequential operations - perform a set of tasks one after the other
(2) Looping operations - perform the same task repeatedly
(3) Branching operations (decisions) - ((choose" between two or more options
A TM may be represented by a directed graph. The nodes are denoted by circles and
the final state by a square. The arrow indicates the transition from one state to another.
Suppose the symbols A, A, R appear on the arrow. This is read as ((the read-write head
reads a blank, writes a blank and moves right." The entire graph is read in this manner.
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The following examples illustrate the ability of a Thring Machine to perform tasks (1), (2)
and (3).
Example (A) The following TM adds two numbers z, 11 E N such that z = z
It demonstrates sequential operations and looping.

Explanation: Let us 888ume that we wish to compute the sum of 2 and 3.
(1) At node 1, the tape looks like this.

_.

1\

I

,

A
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I

I

I

A

+ 11 E N.

(i) As long as the read-write head sees the symboll, it replaces it with a 1 and moves
right. The cCcurving arrow" with its head and tail at the same node denotes a loop.
(ii) When the read-write head sees a symbol A it replaces it with a 1 and moves right.
(2) As long as the read-write head sees the symbol 1, it replaces it with a 1 and moves
right. When it sees a A (blank), it replaces it with a A (blank) and moves left.
(3) When the read-write head sees a 1, it replaces it with a A (blank) and moves right.
Example (8) This is an algorithm to make a copy of a string. it demonstrates branching.
The graph may be read as described in the previous example.
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NONDETERMINISM
When we use a DTM to solve a decision problem, we have a definite algorithm. Hence
from each state it is possible only to go to the next predetermined state. On the other
hand, a Nondeterministic Turing machine (NDTM) guesses a solution to the given
problem and then checks the validity of the guessed solution. If it is valid, it is accepted,
else another solution is guessed and so on. A nondeterministic Thring Machine (to be
henceforth referred to as an NDTM) may be thought of as a TM with an at tached guessing
module. In such a machine, there is more than one state the machine can go to after a
particular state. Hence when it is said that an NDTM ccsolves" a problem, it is to be noted
that the word ccsolves" is being used in a very weak sense. It merely guesses a solution and
then checks the answer.
A nondeterministic algorithm ccsolves" a decision problem

7r

if the following hold for all

instances I E Dff
(i) If I E Yff , then there exists some guess S, that when guessed for input I will lead
the checking stage to respond ceYes" for I and S
(ii) If I does not belong to Yff , then there exist no gueB8 S that when guessed for input

I, will lead the checking stage to respond ceYes" for I and S.
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APPENDIX 3
Some NP.Complete results
The first problem shown to be NP-Complete was the SATISFIABILITY problem which
is as follows:
Instance: A set U of variables and a set C of clauses over U.
Question: Is there a satisfying truth assignment for C?
Each clause in C is satisfied if one of its components has a value of true. H all the
clauses in C are satisfied, we have a satisfying truth assignment.
In 1971, Cook showed that Satisfiability is NP-Complete. An year later, Karp pub
lished twenty one NP-Complete results. Given below are six known NP-Complete prob
lems (from Garey and Johnson) which are often used in proving that a given problem is
NP-Complete.
3·SATISFIABILITY (3SAT):
Installce: A collection C
that

ICil

= {CI' ..., em} of clauses on a finite set

U of variables such

=3 for 1 :$ i ~ m.

Question: Is there a truth 8SBignment for U that satisfies all the clauses in C?
3·DIMENSIONAL MATCHING (3DM):
Instance: A set M which is a subset of W x X x Y, where W, X, Yare disjoint sets
with the same number of elements, q.
Question: Does M contain a matching, that is, a subset M'of M such that
and no two elements of M' are the same in any coordinate?
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IM'I = q

VERTEX COVER (VC):
Instance: A graph G = {V; E} and a positive integer K

IVI.

~

Question: Is there a vertex cover of size K or less for G, that is, a subset V' of V such
that IV'I ~ K and, for each edge {u, v} E E, u or v or u and v belongs to V'?

CLIQUE:
Instance: A graph G

= {V; E} and a positive integer J ~ IVI.

Question: Does G contain a clique of size J or more, that is, is there V' a subset of
V, such that

IV'I ~ J

and every two vertices in V' are joined by an edge in E?

HAMILTON CIRCUIT (HC):
Instance: A graph G

= {V, E}

Question: Does G contain a Hamilton circuit, that is, an ordering
vertices or G, where n

< VI, ... , V" > of the

= lVI, such that {v"' VI} E E and {Vi, Vi+Il E E for allt ~ i ~ n?

PARTITION:
Instance: A finite set A and a "size" 3(a) E Z+ for each a E A.
Question: Is there

A',

a subset of A such that

L
aEA'

3{a)

= L

3(a)?

aEA-A'

There are three basic techniques for proving that a problem is NP-Complete.

(1) Restriction: Given a problem
that

11"

11",

we first show that

contains a known NP.Complete problem

11"'

11"

E N P. We then show

as a special case. If we are unable to

solve a special case of 11" efficiently, then we cannot hope to solve

'It"

efficiently. Hence

11"

is

NP-Complete.

(2) Local Replacement: Given a problem
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11",

we first show that

11"

E N P. We then

pick a problem

1f'

which is known to be NP-Complete. We choose an instance of

1f'

and

look at it as a collection of basic units. We replace each basic unit in a uniform way with
a different structure and obtain the problem

1f.

We then show that this transformation

can be done in polynomial time and the proof is complete.
(3) Component Design: Given a problem
pick a problem

1f'

1f,

we first show that

1f

E N P. We then

which is known to be NP-Complete. The problem

1f'

collection of components, which are put together in a different way to yield

is seen as a
1f.

We then

show that this transformation can be done in polynomial time and the proof is complete.
Sometimes a combination of two or more techniques may be used. Often it is not possible
to draw a clear distinction between the last two techniques. re
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